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1. The Contact Page





Tens of thousands of people use our products every 
day. If you're considering moving to the cloud

or just want more information, we're here to help. 





You are about to learn how 20,000+ CPG 
pros manage $10B in trade spend. 

Just share a bit about yourself and we’ll be 
in touch within 24 hours.
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BEFORE AFTER

Tens of thousands of people 20,000+ CPG pros

use our products every day. manage $10B in trade spend.

We can't wait to chat with you. Shelley Fow

You'll be hearing from us soon. will be in touch within 24 hours
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Working? Check the Funnel Visualization Report
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Thank you page

Contact page



2. Calls to Action
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BENEFITS COSTS
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RETURN INVESTMENT









Usually, we can find a time within 24 hours
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Easy

Valuable

Neither



3. Service Pages



#wineweb

Recently hacked

Narrowing the options

Is this cloud-based? Does it integrate with X?
What are the service level agreements?

Show uptime statistics.
Schedule a demo. 

Triggers

Decision Stage

Q’s and 
Objections

How we can help?

Dave, Systems Engineer
Buys technology for his financial firm. 
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When evaluating 
options, what was most 

important to you?

Security was 
the top priority, 
then scalability.

Security

Marketing Client

Scalability
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source: NN Group

Causes of User Failure

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/top-10-enduring/
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What was the biggest 
challenge you were 

hoping to solve? 

I wanted better 
insights, not just 

dashboards

You already have 
dashboards, but you’re 
still not getting insights.

Marketing Client



#wineweb

What can you do now 
that you couldn’t do 

before?

Now I don’t have 
to run that report 

every time

Stop running the same 
reports again and again

Marketing Client
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What questions are you sick 
and tired of answering?

“What if I want to 
cancel my contract?”

Cancel anytime.Marketing Sales





Largest text is vague

Testimonial is vague, 
boring and fake

Not a real person

They’re on a separate page



Put your best evidence …on a rarely visited page?
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LogoHeadline

Face, name, 
title, company

Target keyphrase

Elements of a great testimonial





#wineweb

1. Short descriptive headline

2. Keyword focus

3. Quick visual credibility

4. Meaningful subheads

5. Answers to top questions

6. Short paragraphs

Service Page Checklist

7. Testimonials / social proof

8. Strong supportive visuals

9. Faces of your people

10. Data and statistics

11. Clean, simple flow

12. Depth and detail (800+ words)

13. Compelling call to action



4. The Homepage
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Most Homepage Visitors Don’t Scroll



The Backyard BBQ Test
“So, what do you do for a living?”





This headline doesn’t clearly 
describe the service







Descriptive Navigation Labels
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5. The About Page





Time to fail ”The French Test”
we… us… our…



Elements of an 
effective About Us 

section

1. The origin story (video)
2. Mission, vision, values
3. Team, people, leadership



6. Your Google 
“Branded Query” SERP
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The Three Types of Keyphrases
Type of keyphrase Searcher’s intent Examples

Informational Queries
80% of all searches

KNOW
Research / Looking for answers
Wants to do it themselves

“Can a microscope see cells?”
“Why do microscopes make things look 
upside down?”
“How to replace a microscope lightbulb”

Transactional Queries
10% of all searches

DO
Getting ready to buy
Has a product/service in mind
Choosing between options

“USB microscope”
“Best science kits for kids”
”Microscope replacement bulbs”

Navigational (Branded) Queries
10% of all searches

GO
Knows where they want to go
Trying to get somewhere fast

“SciencePlus”
“SciencePlus near me”
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Google Yourself































5 Tips for Branded 
Query SERP Analysis

1. Search for each of those phrases. 
Like what you see?

2. Make sure there are pages 
for each specific keyphrase/topic

3. Bid on competitors who bid on you

4. Answer “People also ask” questions 
in your GMB account

5. Polish up any reputation issues



When do we start marketing??



Foundation

Growth

• Conversion optimization
• Durable improvements
• More leads from every visit

• Increased traffic
• Content marketing
• Better performance from every post





7. Your Content Mission Statement



Our content is where
[audience x] gets 
[information y] that offers
[benefit z].



Where digital marketers find practical advice 

on content, analytics and web design 

to get better results from their websites.
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Where digital marketers find practical advice 

on content, analytics and web design 

to get better results from their websites.



Our content 

[audience x]

[information y]

[benefit z]

1. Our blog, articles and resources
2. Our email newsletters
3. Our social media posts
4. Our videos, events, podcasts

…and every other format we use



Our content 

[audience x]

[information y]

[benefit z]

1. Potential customers
2. Anyone we can help through our 

expert advice



Our content 

[audience x]

[information y]

[benefit z]

1. Tips, advice, insights, strategies 
and checklists

2. Stories
3. Ideas and inspiration
4. Research and reports
5. News and trends



Our content 

[audience x]

[information y]

[benefit z]

Why they should click, visit, read, 
watch, listen, share, subscribe 
…and pay attention to your content
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Source: Content Marketing Institute



Marketers who document their 
mission statement are 3x more 

likely to succeed



#wineweb

Source: Content Marketing Institute

“Do you have an editorial mission statement?”



8. Email Signup CTAs 
and Blog Templates







#wineweb

Use the 3 P’s in your email subscribe box
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source: How to Design a Blog n=101

Blog Design Best Practices

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/how-to-design-a-blog/


9. Sales-focused Content





#wineweb

The right content for 
the right audience



Try Some 
Account Based Content Marketing
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source: Account Based Content Marketing

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/account-based-content-marketing/
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1. Identify Ideal Prospects



#wineweb

2. Conduct a bit of custom research



#wineweb

3. Do outreach and ads for the target audience



Format + Question = Title

Video with captions
(hosted on Vimeo, not YouTube)

Call to action

4. Make a nice landing page



#wineweb

5. Do a webinar, presenting your research



A great guide has…

• An executive summary
• Strong visuals / charts
• A call to action

6. Maybe turn it into a guide



#wineweb

Typical Custom and High-Touch

Upload video / slides Post-event landing page

Bulk “thank you” email Personal emails, based on engagement

Reformat content into a PDF guide

Send a physical book

Offer to consult (review website/Analytics)

7. Follow up with a lot of personal outreach

source: Account Based Content Marketing

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/account-based-content-marketing/
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Task Role Time / Cost

Research Virtual Assistant 4 hours

Prospect identification Marketing / Sales 4 hours

Presentation planning / prep Marketing 4 hours

Webinar logistics (publish, promotion) Marketing / Sales 6 hours

Day-of presentation Marketing / Sales 4 hours

Follow Up Sales 8 hours

Total Time: 30 hours



#wineweb

Outcome Number

1:1 Conversations with new prospects 21

Qualified leads 8*

Proposal generated 4

Projects won 2

Revenue impact $169,000

*We suspect that some leads snuck past us 
and went straight through the websiteMore: Account Based Content Marketing

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/account-based-content-marketing/
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Send it to anyone you 
meet in that industry 
…forever after



10. In-depth Research





“How long does it take
to write a blog post?
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source: 2020 Blogger Survey, Orbit Media

n = 1279

How long does it take to write a blog post?

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/blogging-statistics/
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People link to it all the time!



“What’s the sales tax
in my state?”
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“What do people in our industry
often say but rarely support?”



“Is this website the primary source 
for any information?”



“Do we have the best page on the 
web for any relevant topics?”



source

https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1433007


The summary…
Where to Start with Digital Marketing

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/where-to-start-digital-marketing/




Thank you.
Reach out anytime.

Andy Crestodina
Co-founder / CMO
773.353.8301
andy@orbitmedia.com


